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patterned ground; and (3) present day stillstand or slight wastage of the front, permitting the form ation 
of a new moraine ridge. 

In support of this interpretation we refer to the recent work of Dr. P6",e. \ ,yO\'k ing in this area 
Pewe found little or no advance or retreat of the fronts of many glaciers since the time of Griffith Taylor's 
visit nearly 50 years ago. 2 Moreover, on the basis of a 14C date on algae in ablation moraine in front 
of the Hobbs Glacier, Pewe has stated that the minimum age for the las t, or Koet tlitz, ice cover is 
6,000 years. Moraines presumed to be of this age which nank the Garwood G lac ier arc only 200 yards 
(180 m .) from the present edge of the ice.3 

Furthermore, the occurrence of mumm ified seal carcasses in nearly every ice-free area around 
McMurdo Sound, and the C-14 tlating of one of these carcasses (which lay on g laci:1.l drift ill Taylor Dry 
Valley) at [,600-2 , 600 years of age:1 furnishes additional e\·id ence rlwt gbcier rccC'ssion has in general 
occurred q uite some time ago. 
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SIR, Distant release of avalall.ches 

I read your recent article on snow and avalanches in th e NewsleUer rif the Chicago Mountaineering Club, 
Vol 13, No. 2, March 1959, and was very interested to note your sugges tion tha t avalanche releases 
a t tributed to voices m ight ac tually have resulted from propagat ion of disturbances through the snow 
for long distances. This coincides with my own opinion, and I though t you might be interested to know 
that I have from time to time observed evidence of sympathetic or distant avalanche releases in this 
manner. 

Early this winter we observed a s triking example here a t Alta . A sha llow snow cover on nor th 
exposures was converted to depth hoa l' during fair weather in December, and then overloaded by a 
couple of heavy storms early in January. The avalanche slopes were very unstable, and in onc particular 
case we released a large slab avalanche in the ski area b y artillery fire. Adjacent slopes, though not 
connected ones, a lso slid with this release, and an observer located furthey· up the \'a lley reported that 
slides on the opposite side of the mountain also fell at the same time. We w('re later able to trace cracks 
in the snow through a lmost all the a rcas between these slides up to the farth es t onc about a mile away 
over the ridge. There seems little doubt that th is sin gle artillery shell initiated cracking and re lease of 
creep tension over this wide distance, and that wherever the cracks propagated across an open , steep 
slope, an avalanch e was released. 

Last winter we had a similar situation on another area, whel'e a single arti llery shell released a 
whole series of slides along about t mile of a long ridge. I h ave a 16 mm. fi lm of this even t which shows 
very clearly the progressive release of one slide path aftcr another. 
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